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A nonuniform in-plane Zeeman field can induce spontaneous supercurrents of spin-orbit coupled
electrons in superconducting two-dimensional systems and thin films. In this work it is shown that
current vortices can be created at the ends of a long homogeneously magnetized strip of a ferro-
magnetic insulator, which is deposited on the surface of a three-dimensional topological insulator.
The s-wave superconductivity on its surface is assumed to have an intrinsic origin, or to be induced
by the proximity effect. It is shown that vortices with the odd vorticity can localize Majorana zero
modes.The latter may also be induced by sufficiently narrow domain walls inside the strip, that
opens a way for manipulating these modes by moving the walls. It is shown that the vorticity can
be tuned by varying the magnetization and width of the strip. A stability of the strip magnetization
with respect to the Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition has been analyzed.
Introduction- The effect of the Zeeman interaction on
the formation of a nonuniform superconducting state is
widely studied since the Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-Ovchinnikov
seminal discovery [1, 2] that the Zeeman splitting of
Cooper pair electrons results in the superconducting or-
der parameter which varies periodically in space. A new
insight into this research field was brought about by the
understanding of the role played by the spin-orbit cou-
pling (SOC) of electrons. Edelstein [3] has shown that the
interplay of the Rashba SOC and the Zeeman interactions
lead to a spontaneous supercurrent in a two-dimensional
(2D) superconductor, if the Zeeman field is parallel to the
2D system. In systems with a homogeneous Zeeman field
this effect results in a helix spatial structure of the order
parameter [3–9], so that the supercurrent turns to zero
due to a compensating current which originates from the
order-parameter phase gradient. The situation is quite
different in systems with a nonuniform Zeeman field, for
example, when it is finite only within some regions, which
may be created by a proximity of a superconductor to
magnetic materials. It was shown that a nonuniform
parallel field may induce supercurrents [10–12] around
magnetic islands on the surface of a two-dimensional su-
perconductor. Another group of systems, where this sort
of magnetoelectric effect may be observed, comprises so
called φ0 Josephson junctions [13–20]. A role of a weak
link in these junctions is played by a 2D normal metal,
where both SOC and a parallel Zeeman are presented.
In a thermodynamically equilibrium system spacial
variations of the order parameter and supercurrents,
which are induced by a nonuniform Zeeman field, are
determined by the energy minimum of the electronic sys-
tem. In earlier studies only topologically trivial spacial
variations of the order-parameter phase have been taken
into account. On the other hand, the energy minimum
may be reached in a superconducting state which involves
supercurrent vortices where this phase winds up integral
multiples of 2pi around singular points. Depending on
the geometry of a magnetic island these vortices might
partly, or completely, compensate the current induced by
the Zeeman interaction, and thus reduce the energy of the
state. They bring fundamentally new aspects to physics
of superconductors influenced by the Zeeman and SOC
interaction. This new situation was not addressed yet.
In this work, we just focus on one important applica-
tion of this idea and consider an example that could serve
as a new platform for the localization of Majorana zero
modes (MZM). MZM are localized quasiparticles whose
energy is pinned to the middle of the superconducting
gap. These particles have an unusual non-Abelian statis-
tics which, in combination with their resilience with re-
spect to external perturbations, makes them a promis-
ing tool for quantum computing [21–23]. Many efforts
have been made to find an appropriate system where this
idea may be implemented [24–34]. Some theoretical stud-
ies predicted that MZM may be localized near vortices
in topological superconductors [35–44], as well as three
dimensional (3D) topological insulators (TI), where the
topological superconductivity is induced by the proxim-
ity effect of an adjacent s-wave superconductor [34, 39].
Based on these results it is natural to explore conditions
for the formation of MZM-carrying vortices under the in-
fluence of the Zeeman interaction. It is shown below that
such vortices appear in a 2D system where the Zeeman
field has a form of a long and narrow strip whose magne-
tization is directed parallel to the strip. Majorana zero
modes are expected to localize at its ends, or at domain
walls (DW), as shown in Fig.1. It is assumed that the
superconductivity of Dirac electrons on the TI surface
can be induced either by a thin s-wave superconducting
film, or may have an intrinsic origin. The Zeeman field,
in turn, can be produced by the exchange interaction
of electrons with an adjacent magnetic wire. A signifi-
cant advantage of such MZM’s is that the vortices can
be created near well defined positions. Moreover, those
which are localized at DW may be manipulated by vari-
2FIG. 1: (Color online) a) A schematic sketch of a heterostruc-
ture where Majorana zero modes may localize. A thin super-
conducting film and a long wire of a ferromagnetic insulator
are placed on top of a 3D topological insulator. A magne-
tization of the strip is shown by arrows. b) A Zeeman field
which is induced on the surface of TI is shown as a strip.
MZM and supercurrent vortices are localized near its edges.
b) Two MZM are localized near Ising domain walls
ous methods which are used to move DW.
Model - Let us consider a system where the width w
of the magnetic strip is much less than the coherence
length ξ of the superconductor’s order parameter ∆(r).
At the same time, the strip length L is large enough, so
that L≫ ξ ≫ w. The Hamiltonian of a 2D electron gas
on the TI surface is given by H =
∑
k
ψ†
k
Hψk, where
ψk are the electron field operators, which are defined in
the Nambu basis as ψ = (ψ↑, ψ↓, ψ
†
↓,−ψ
†
↑) and the one-
particle Hamiltonian H is given by
H = vσx(τ3ky − Fy(r)) − vσ
y(τ3kx − Fx(r)) −
τ3µ+Re[∆(r)]τ1 − Im[∆(r)]τ2 , (1)
where µ is the chemical potential, Fx = Zy/v, Fy =
−Zx/v, Z is the Zeeman field produced by the exchange
interaction of conduction electrons with spins of the mag-
netic strip, k = −i∂/∂r, and σj denote Pauli matrices
(j = x, y, z). The Pauli matrices τi, i = 1, 2, 3, operate
in the Nambu space. It is assumed that Z is parallel
to the x-axis which is directed along the strip. Hence,
Fx = 0 and Fy = −Zx/v ≡ −Z/v.
It is seen that F in (1) plays the role of a gauge field.
It may induce a supercurrent, similar to the electromag-
netic vector-potential. The current conservation, how-
ever, can be guaranteed only if ∇F = 0. For arbitrary F
it can not be reached, because F is not a true gauge field.
On the other hand, if ∆ has a varying in space phase, such
that ∆ = |∆| exp(iθ), the supercurrent is proportional to
∇θ−2F. Therefore, the current is conserved if the phase
satisfies the equation
∇2θ = 2∇F (2)
To clarify the special choice of the Zeeman field, let us
consider a limiting case of a very long strip with L→∞.
By performing a unitary transformation of Eq.(1) in the
form U †HU , where U = exp(iτ3θ/2)), we arrive at the
transformed Hamiltonian H˜, which at Zy = 0 (Fy =
−Z/v) has the form
H˜ = vσx
(
τ3ky +
∇yθ
2
− Fy(r)
)
−
vσy
(
τ3kx +
∇xθ
2
)
− τ3µ+ |∆(r)|τ1 . (3)
It is easy to see that the solution of Eq.(2) is such that
θ is constant outside the strip, where ∇yθ = 0, and
∇yθ − 2Fy = 0 inside the strip, while ∇xθ = 0 every-
where. Hence, both the phase and the Zeeman field are
removed from Eq.(3). There is no supercurrent and the
only effect of the Zeeman field is a linear variation of the
order parameter phase inside the strip.
It is instructive to compare this situation with the case
when the strip magnetization is parallel to the y-axis.
Then, Fy = 0 and Fx = Z/v. In this case the right-hand
side of Eq.(2) vanishes and the solution of this equation
is θ = 0. Therefore, the electric current is absent outside
the strip. However, due to the magnetoelectric effect it
is finite inside it, where Z 6= 0. The current is directed
along the x-axis and at the small temperature kBT ≪ |∆|
the corresponding current density is Jx = eZµ/4piv [45].
In this case the Zeeman field is not removed from Hamil-
tonian Eq.(3) and produces a destructive effect on the
superconductivity and the proximity effect at Z ≫ |∆|
[46]. Such an interplay between the spontaneous super-
current and the direction of the strip magnetization has
been previously discussed [10] for a weakly spin-orbit cou-
pled superconductor.
Although in the case of Z directed parallel to the x-
axis the Zeeman field can be gauged out far from the
strip edges, it retains finite near them. In fact, Eq.(2)
describes a 2D capacitor, whose ”electric charges” are
accumulated on the lines y = ±w/2, while θ represents
the ”electric potential”. Accordingly, the current which
is proportional to∇θ outside the strip, circulates around
each edge and decreases as 1/r at r ≫ w, where r is the
distance from an edge. This distance dependence will
persist up to r ∼ L, until current vortices from two ends
annihilate each other. The exponential screening of vor-
tices by an induced magnetic field is absent in the con-
sidered 2D case. Note, that in the case of the proximity
induced superconductivity the parent superconductor is
assumed to be represented by a thin film, which also can
not efficiently screen the vortex.
Vortex energy- Let us consider the physics near one of
the edges. Accordingly, we place the x = 0 point at the
3edge, while the strip occupies the region x > 0. Due to
the long-range 1/r decreasing of the current, the most
of the vortex energy is accumulated outside the vortex
core, at r ≫ ξ. In this region |∆(r)| ≡ ∆0 is uniform
in the space. Therefore, in general the order parame-
ter has the form ∆ = ∆0 exp(iθ + ilφ), where φ is the
polar angle and l is an integer. It follows from Eq.(2)
that θ is a periodic function of φ. At r ≫ w it has
the form −2Zrφ/v at 0 < φ < φ0, θ = Zw(φ − pi)/piv at
0 < φ < 2pi−φ0, and 2Zr(2pi−φ)/v, at 2pi−φ0 < φ < 2pi,
where φ0 = arctan(w/2r). Hence, at large x the phase θ
winds up from 0 to 2Zw/v around the edge and then,
within a narrow angular interval where φ crosses the
strip, returns to its original value. The detailed calcu-
lation of the coordinate dependence of θ near one of the
edges is presented in the Supplementary material. The
vorticity l should be calculated by minimizing the vor-
tex energy. At r ≫ ξ the order parameter varies slowly,
that allows using the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) formalism
for the calculation of the vortex free energy Fv, which,
except for constant terms, is given by
Fv = α∆
2
0
∫ L
ξ
rdrdφ|(−i∇ − 2F)e(iθ+ilφ)|2 =
2piα∆20
∫ L
ξ
dr
r
(Φ− l)2 = 2piα∆20(Φ− l)
2 ln
L
ξ
, (4)
where Φ = Zw/piv and α is the Ginzburg-Landau param-
eter. A relatively small contribution of the core region is
excluded from the vortex energy and enters as a cutoff
of the logarithm. The vorticity l should be calculated by
minimizing (Φ− l)2. The situation resembles the Little-
Parks effect [47] where instead of the external magnetic
field flux we have the ”Zeeman flux” Φ. Although, physi-
cally Φ has nothing common with the magnetic field flux,
in this work it will be called ”flux”, due to the mentioned
formal coincidence. At small Φ the minimum energy is
obtained at l = 0. At Φ = 1/2 there are two degener-
ate states with l = 1 and l = 0. The vorticity l = 1
is realized at 1/2 < Φ < 3/2. On the opposite end of
the strip Φ changes the sign. Accordingly, l = −1, if
−3/2 < Φ < −1/2. The Zeeman flux may be evaluated
as Φ ∼ (Z/µ)(w/λF ), where λF is the de Broglie wave
length at the Fermi energy. Therefore, at w ≫ λF the
vorticity ±1 can be easy realized at moderate values of
Z [48].
The discussed situation, however, is related to an in-
trinsic superconductor. In the case of the proximity in-
duced superconductivity one should take into account
that the selfconsistency equation, such as the GL equa-
tion, takes place for the parent superconductor. At the
same time, the Zeeman flux, which is a source of the
vortex, resides in 2D gas. If the thickness of the su-
perconducting film d is much less than the coherence
length, the order parameter is uniform throughout the
film (in the z-direction). In the case of a good contact
between the film and the TI surface ∆ takes there the
same value as in the film. Hence, the GL functional
can be averaged over z. When averaging Fv in Eq.(4)
over z, one should take into account that the Zeeman
flux is not zero only for Dirac electrons on the TI sur-
face. By taking into account that the GL parameter α
is proportional to the density of electronic states at the
Fermi level [49], one may evaluate the effective flux Φeff
as Φeff = b(NF2D/NFsd)Φ ∼ Φ/(kFd), where NFs and
NF2D are densities of electronic states in the supercon-
ductor and the 2D gas, respectively, b ∼ 1 is a constant
and kF is the Fermi wavevector in the superconductor.
Hence, at d ∼ 20 nm and the typical kF ∼ 10 nm
−1 the
effective Zeeman flux is reduced by more than two orders
of magnitude. Therefore, a vortex state with l 6= 0 may
be realized only in the case of small d and large Φ.
Majorana zero modes- Now let us consider the
Bogolubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations by starting from
Eq.(3), where the order parameter has the vorticity l.
Hence, instead of a real and positive ∆ in Eq.(3) we have
∆ = ∆0f(r) exp(ilφ), where the dimensionless function
r describes the vortex core, so that f(r) → 0 at r ≪ ξ
and f(r) → 1 at r ≫ ξ. It is important that a detailed
knowledge of the order parameter behavior within the
vortex core is not important for the calculation of the
MZM wave function [39].
Note that the function A ≡∇θ/2−F, which appears
in Eq.(3), satisfies the equation divA = 0. Therefore, it
can be represented as A = curlB, where the vector B is
perpendicular to the surface of TI. By calculating curlA
one obtains
curlA = −curlF = −∇2B . (5)
By substituting Fy = −Z/v, Fx = 0 we get near
an isolated edge of the strip (curlF)z = ∂Z/∂x =
(Z/v)δ(x)η(w/2 − y)η(w/2 + y) ≡ 2piρ, where η(x) de-
notes the Heaviside step function. Hence Bz ≡ B satisfies
the Poisson equation
∇2B = 2piρ(r) (6)
with the ”charge” density ρ(r) distributed exactly on the
short edge of the rectangular strip. The edge may be
more smooth when Z gradually decreases to zero out-
side the strip, that is more realistic from the experi-
mental point of view. In this case ρ will be distributed
near the edge over a region with the size ∼ w. At the
large distance r ≫ w the solution of Eq.(6) has the form
B = (Φ/2) ln r, where Φ = 2
∫
ρd2r. Since the MZM
is expected to localize within the distance ∼ ξ ≫ w, it
is reasonable to use this logarithmic form of B in BdG
equations. For simplicity it will be assumed below that
Φ > 0. In case of MZM we look for a nondegenerate
eigenstate of the BdG equation which has the zero energy.
The corresponding wave function satisfies the equation
H˜Ψ(r) = 0, where the four-vector Ψ has the components
4u↑, u↓, v↓ and −v↑. Here, the arrows denote the spin pro-
jection, while u and v denote variables in the Nambu
space. The particle-hole symmetry requires MZM to be
an eigenstate of the charge conjugation operator τ2σ
yK,
where K is the complex conjugation. Therefore, u↑ = v
∗
↑
and u↓ = v
∗
↓ . The following analysis of BdG equations
is based on previous calculations of MZM localized on
a vortex. According to [39], the MZM solution of BdG
equations may be obtained at odd l. The corresponding
wave function has the form u↑ = exp[i(
l−1
2 )φ − i
pi
4 ]χ↑
and u↓ = exp[i(
l+1
2 ))φ+ i
pi
4 ]χ↓. Other components of the
Nambu spinor can be obtained from the above charge
conjugation relations. The functions χ are real and sat-
isfy the equation(
−µ M↑↓
M↓↑ −µ
)(
χ↑
χ↓
)
= 0 , (7)
where in polar coordinates the matrix elements M can
be written as
M↑↓ = v
(
∇r +
l+ 1
2r
−
Φ
2r
)
+∆0f ,
M↓↑ = −v
(
∇r −
l − 1
2r
+
Φ
2r
)
−∆0f . (8)
Unlike the previously studied BdG equations, here the
new term Φ/2r = ∇rB appears in Eq.(8), where the long-
range form of B, namely, B = (Φ/2) ln r is taken. Up to
a normalization factor, the functions χ are obtained from
Eq.(7) in the form(
χ↑
χ↓
)
=
(
J|l−Φ−1|/2(µr/v)
J|l−Φ−1|/2+1(µr/v)
)
e−∆0
∫
r
0
dr′f(r)/v ,
(9)
where Jν(µr/v) is the Bessel function. Note, that this
expression for the MZM wave-function is valid only at
the large distance r ≫ w from the edge. At distances
r . w Eq.(8) includes additional terms from B which
decrease at large r faster than Φ/r. The effect of these
terms can be easy analyzed in the case when the ”flux”
density ρ in Eq.(6) is isotropic due to smooth edges of the
wire. It can be shown (see Supplementary Material) that
the effect of the near field is only to modify the spinor χ
in Eq.(9).
Majorana zero modes localized at domain walls-A vor-
tex can be induced by DW. Let us consider a simple
case of the Ising wall shown in Fig.1c. The strength of
such a vortex is determined by the integrated Zeeman
flux density ρ(r) in Eq.(6). This strength Φdw is twice
the strength of the vortex near the edge of the wire.
Hence, the above analysis may be applied to the case
of a DW, with the substitution Φdw = 2Φ. As shown
above, near a single edge the vortex with l = 1 appears
if 1/2 < Φ < 3/2. Therefore, a domain wall may lo-
calize the l = 1 vortex at 1/4 < Φ < 3/4. A magnetic
wire can carry several DWs. At the same time, the total
Zeeman flux including DWs and edges is zero. It can be
seen by integrating Eq.(5) over the region enclosing the
entire strip. The corresponding contour integration of A
gives zero, because θ is a periodic function and F = 0
outside the strip. This sum rule imposes a restriction on
the total vorticity ltot =
∑
i li, where li is the vorticity
of i-th vortice, including DW and edges. It follows from
Eq.(4) where, at large distances, Φ = 0 (the total Zee-
man flux) and l = ltot. At the finite ltot the upper cutoff
of the integral is determined by the size of the system
→ ∞ [50]. Therefore, ltot must be zero. Otherwise, we
get the infinite energy. If the number of DW is even, the
sum rule is satisfied automatically, because in this case
the fluxes and vorticities at the ends of the wire have op-
posite signs and their sum is zero. The same takes place
for domain walls, since there is the equal number of the
walls with ”positive” and ”negative” fluxes. In contrast,
in the case of the odd number of DW the edges carry
fluxes of the same sign. Therefore, their total vorticity is
even. It can be compensated only by the same vorticity
carried by DW. For example, if there is a single DW, its
vorticity should be even. But such DW can not localize
MZM. Therefore, MZMs can not reside on a single and,
pressumably, any odd number of DWs, if the wire’s width
is uniform, as in Fig.1.
The above analysis has been restricted to a simple case
of Ising DWs. On the other hand, rich opportunities to
manipulate DW arise in the case of the Bloch or Neel
DW. Their study is outside the scope of this work. It is
reasonable, however, to assume that if the size of these
walls is much less than ξ, an internal structure of DW is
not important.
Stability of the strip- Domain walls may be sponta-
neously created by pairs in a wire. Depending on the
temperature in a thin wire there is some number of ther-
mally excited DW. However, the lnL dependence of their
energy, which is associated with vortices, can lead to the
Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) [51, 52] transition
at the temperature T > TBKT. TBKT can be evaluated
from the energy Eq.(4) of a single vortex, which resides
on a DW. In this case, according to Ref. [51, 52] the
BKT transition temperature is given by
kBTBKT = piα∆
2
0(Φ− l)
2 . (10)
By taking into account that α ≃ ξ2NF , one obtains
kBT = E(Φ − l)
2, where the energy E is determined
by parameters of either an intrinsic 2D superconductor,
or parameters of a 3D superconducting film, in case of
proximity induced superconductivity. Anyway, E is of
the order of electronvolts, or in the case of a dirty metal
may be tenths of 1eV. Therefore, at (Φ − l)2 ∼ 1 the
corresponding TBKT is much larger than the tempera-
ture range of interest. A special case is (Φ − l)2 → 0.
However, one has to take into account a quite large (for
an Ising DW) exchange energy stored in DW. It may be
5ignored only at a very large length of the wire, which is
always restricted by experimental conditions.
Conclusion - In conclusion, it is shown that supercur-
rent vortices can be induced by a Zeeman field at the ends
of a long (L ≫ ξ) ferromagnetic insulator wire which is
deposited on the superconducting surface of a 3D topo-
logical insulator, provided the magnetization is parallel
to the wire’s long side. In such a geometry even a strong
exchange interaction of 2D Dirac electrons with spins of
the ferromagnet can destroy superconductivity (or the
proximity effect) only near the ends of the wire, at r . ξ.
Conditions for localization of MSM at these vortices have
been considered. Within a reasonable range of parame-
ters the odd vorticity can be achieved, that is necessary
for the MZM formation. Similar situation takes place
near a domain wall. Only a simple case of the Ising DW
was considered. The analysis of the wire stability with re-
spect to BKT melting, which may be caused by vortices,
has been performed.
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Supplemental Materials
1. THE PHASE OF THE ORDER PARAMETER AND THE VORTEX-LIKE SUPERCURRENT
INDUCED BY THE ZEEMAN INTERACTION
Let the Zeeman field Z to be directed parallel to the x-axis. This field is nonzero in a strip which occupies the
region: 0 < x < L and −w/2 < y < w/2. It will be assumed that L≫ w. The phase, which is induced by Z satisfies
Eq.(2). For the chosen geometry of the ferromagnetic strip the solution of this equation has the form
θ(x, y) = −Fy
∫ L
0
dx′
2pi
[
ln
(
(x− x′)2 + (y −
w
2
)2
)
− ln
(
(x− x′)2 + (y +
w
2
)2
)]
. (S1)
In the range of x≪ L and y ≪ L the integration may be extended to L→∞. This results in
θ(x, y) = −
Fy
2pi
[(
r+ − i
w
2
)
ln
(
r+ − i
w
2
)
+
(
r− + i
w
2
)
ln
(
r− + i
w
2
)
−(
r+ + i
w
2
)
ln
(
r+ + i
w
2
)
−
(
r− − i
w
2
)
ln
(
r− − i
w
2
)]
, (S2)
where r+ = x+ iy and r− = x− iy. The induced supercurrent is proportional to ∇θ− 2F. A discontinuity of ∇θ on
the strip boundary is just to compensate 2F in the latter equation. Therefore, A = (∇θ/2)−F is a regular function,
with the exception of singularities at points with the coordinates x = 0, y = w/2 and x = 0, y = −w/2. A similar
behavior takes place near the opposite end of the strip at x = L.
By expressing Fy as −Z/v, in the leading approximation with respect to w/r one can obtain from Eq.(S2)
θ(x, y) =
Zw
piv
φ
(
arctan
w
2y
< φ < 2pi − arctan
w
2y
)
,
θ(x, y) =
Zw
piv
φ− r
2Z
v
φ
(
− arctan
w
2y
< φ < arctan
w
2y
)
, (S3)
where φ is the polar angle.
The ”vector potential” A can be written in the form of an expansion in powers of w/r. By expanding Eq.(S2) one
obtains
Ax = −
Zγ
piv
(
sinφ+
∞∑
1
(−1)k
γ2k
2k + 1
sin(2k + 1)φ
)
; Ay =
Zγ
piv
(
cosφ+
∞∑
1
(−1)k
γ2k
2k + 1
cos(2k + 1)φ
)
, (S4)
where γ = w/2r. The leading term in A coincides with the electromagnetic vector potential produced by the magnetic
flux Zw/2piv piercing the r = 0 point. Accordingly, the induced supercurrent is proportional to A.
2. THE MAJORANA ZERO MODE LOCALIZED NEAR A SMOOTH EDGE OF A ZEEMAN STRIP
As shown in the main text, the vector A may be represented as A = ∇ × B, where B is perpendicular to the xy
plane and Bz ≡ B. It is reasonable to consider a situation when the source ρ in Eq.(6) is isotropically distributed
around the point r = 0. It is assumed that ρ decreases fast at r > w/2. The Zeeman field Zx(r), which produces ρ(r)
of a given form, is expressed as Zx(r) = 2pi
∫ x
∞ dx
′ρ(r′). By expressing A in BdG equations in terms of Bz one can
write Eq.(8) in the form
M↑↓ = v
(
∇r +
l + 1
2r
−
∂B
∂r
)
+∆0f ,
M↓↑ = −v
(
∇r −
l − 1
2r
+
∂B
∂r
)
−∆0f . (S5)
2By substituting these matrix elements into Eq.(7) we obtain the following equation for χ˜↑ = χ↑ exp(∆0
∫ r
0 dr
′f(r)/v):
−
∂2χ˜↑
∂r2
−
1
r
∂χ˜↑
∂r
+
(
∂B
∂r
−
l − 1
2r
)2
χ˜↑ − 2piρ(r)χ˜↑ =
µ2
v2
χ˜↑ . (S6)
In turn, the function χ↓ can be expressed in terms of χ↑ by using Eq.(7). It is easy to see that by ignoring the short
range terms in Eq.(S6) at r ≫ w this equation can be reduced to the Bessel equation which gives the solution Eq.(9).
In general, Eq.(S6) looks as a Schro¨dinger equation for a particle with the positive ”energy” µ2/v2 and the angular
moment (l − 1)/2, which moves in a cylindrically symmetric potential. At l = 1 we have a repulsive and attractive
parts of the potential, depending on the sign of ρ(r). Both parts are regular functions at r = 0. From the general
properties of the Schro¨dinger equation it is clear that the short-range potential will modify the asymptotic behavior
by producing an additional phase shift of the MZM wave function. The calculation of the concrete behavior of the
wave function is out of the scope of the present work.
